Abstract

Researchers studying human interaction, such as conversation analysts, psychologists, and linguists, all rely on detailed transcriptions of language use. Ideally, these should include so-called paralinguistic features of talk, such as overlaps, prosody, and intonation, as they convey important information. However, creating conversational transcripts that include these features by hand requires substantial amounts of time by trained transcribers. There are currently no Speech to Text (STT) systems that are able to integrate these features in the generated transcript. To reduce the resources needed to create detailed conversation transcripts that include representation of paralinguistic features, we developed a program called GailBot. GailBot combines STT services with plugins to automatically generate first drafts of transcripts that largely follow the transcription standards common in the field of Conversation Analysis. It also enables researchers to add new plugins to transcribe additional features, or to improve the plugins it currently uses. We describe GailBot’s architecture and its use of computational heuristics and machine learning. We also evaluate its output in relation to transcripts produced by both human transcribers and comparable automated transcription systems. We argue that despite its limitations, GailBot represents a substantial improvement over existing dialogue transcription software.
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1. Introduction

Researchers studying language and communication need to analyze the speech of participants in naturally occurring dialogue. Transcribing dialogue is usually the first step in analyzing verbal interaction. However, even creating basic ‘verbatim’ transcripts is notoriously painstaking and time-consuming (Tilley, 2003; Lapadat and Lindsay, 1999; Boyce and Neale, 2006). For example, Saon et al. (2017) took 12-14 times the duration of each recording to transcribe. As a workaround, re-
searchers can crowd-source (Novotney and Callison-Burch, 2010), automate (Bokhove and Downey, 2018), or eliminate (Stonehouse, 2019) costly parts of the data preparation process. Alternatively, researchers can hire professional transcribers, at a rate between $0.75 and $1.50 per minute of audio recording to produce verbatim transcripts containing words and timestamps.

Recently, researchers have started to use Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) systems to produce ‘good enough’ first draft transcripts (Bokhove and Downey, 2018). Since the 1980s, NLP researchers have developed and refined ASR technology, including speech-to-text (STT) systems (Juang and Rabiner, 2005; Moore, 2015). STT systems recognize word orthography and timing in audio streams, and are used in prominent applications (e.g., dictation systems, voice assistants, automated captioning, etc.). STT systems are between twenty to forty times cheaper than hiring professional transcribers. For example, at the moment of writing, Google’s cloud STT service costs $0.036 per minute of audio and IBM Watson’s STT service costs $0.02 per minute of audio. For data recorded in ideal conditions, these systems can achieve close to human level accuracy in recognizing words. IBM’s Watson can achieve a Word Error Rate (WER) of 5.5%-11% compared to a 5.1%-6.8% WER for human transcribers on the same data (Saon et al., 2017).

However, even if automated STT can approximate human-level word recognition and create ‘good enough’ first draft transcripts, it cannot identify paralinguistic features of speech and integrate them into the transcription (Moore, 2015). These are non-lexical aspects of speech, like volume, voice quality, intonation, and laughter, which carry strong interactive meaning. Transcribers using conversation-analytic transcription use what is often called Jeffersonian notation, which uses standard keyboard symbols\(^1\) to visually represent not only the words, but also paralinguistic features in the speech (Jefferson, 2004a; Hepburn and Varney, 2013; Hepburn and Bolden, 2017). For brevity, we will refer to transcripts that use Jeffersonian notation as CA transcripts.

**Excerpt 1:** Machine transcription from HappyScribe, a commercial transcription service.

1. [00:00:00.000] - Speaker 1 It also makes me want to,
2. like, have, like, hot chocolate and like it from a
3. fireplace.
4. [00:00:05.250] - Speaker 2 Oh, my God. ... There’s no
5. fires at Tufts, and it really pisses me off.
6. [00:00:21.230] - Speaker 1 There’s too many fires in
7. California.
8. [00:00:23.080] - Speaker 2 No, like, fireplaces.
9. [00:00:25.060] - Speaker 1 Yeah.

**Excerpt 2:** Manual CA transcript for the same audio used in Excerpt 1.

1. *SP1: it also ma:kes me: _want to like (0.2) have like
2. (0.3) hot chocolate:te >and like [sit in fron]t of

\(^1\) A summary of Jeffersonian transcription symbols is provided in Appendix A.
A firep[lace,< ]
4. *SP2: [ mm ]
5. *SP2: [o:h my go|d.
...
6. *SP2: [There’s] no fires: at Tufts: and it really pisses
7. me off[f.]
8. *SP1: [Th]ere’s too many fir:es in California,
9. (0.5)
10. *SP2: No like fire like firepla[ces]
11. *SP1: [ oh ] yeah,
not include annotations of paralinguistic features of talk, such as speech rate, pauses, and pitch. Corpora of CA transcripts could be used to improve NLP-based software systems in a variety of settings. For example, call centers use NLP to help agents and assess performance (Mishne et al., 2005). Clinicians use similar tools to help diagnose patients (Mirheidari et al., 2017; Blomberg et al., 2019). Enriching the data used to create NLP models will improve all these services. To reduce the resources required to produce conversation-analytic transcripts at scale, we developed *GailBot*: the first automated transcription system designed to generate draft CA transcripts.

Moore (2015) first introduced automated transcription to CA, using IBM’s Atilla System (Soltau et al., 2010). Although this software transcribed word orthography and timing, it did not annotate paralinguistic features. GailBot addresses this limitation by automatically generating draft CA transcripts, using one of multiple available STT services to generate words, timestamps, and identify speakers (speaker diarization). It then employs a series of plugins that identify paralinguistic features (see Section 2.1.2). Users can extend GailBot with new plugins to identify new paralinguistic features and improve GailBot’s performance. Finally, GailBot outputs a first draft CA transcript, which researchers can then improve and enhance manually. Note that GailBot aims to *facilitate*, and not *replace*, manual transcription. Nonetheless, we suggest that GailBot enables researchers to produce large scale corpora containing CA transcripts, which can create opportunities for creating new interfaces between computational-linguistic and conversation-analytic approaches.

In the Architecture section, we describe GailBot’s internal data structures, data flow, and the algorithms used in current plugins. In the Performance section, we compare GailBot transcripts to manual transcripts and those used by Moore (2015), provide an estimate of the transcription time saved by using GailBot, and compare it to existing data annotation systems. Finally, in the Discussion section, we address the technical and theoretical limitations of GailBot and automated transcription in general and suggest steps for future development.

2. Architecture and Algorithms

In this section, we begin with an overview of GailBot’s architecture and internal data representations. We then highlight GailBot plugins, which are wrapper objects for custom algorithms that identify and annotate specific paralinguistic features. Finally, we describe and analyze these algorithms.

2.1 Architecture

2.1.1 DATA FLOW AND INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS

GailBot implements an API that abstracts over the transcription process. Conceptually, this API has two components: an organizer and a core pipeline, connected by a controller. The organizer handles both 1) media files of conversations and 2) previous GailBot outputs. It determines whether the input can be processed and, if so, creates a *conversation object* for that input. A conversation object stores information required by the core pipeline to generate a transcript. Each conversation object has a *settings profile* that defines how the object is processed by the pipeline. For example, a settings profile allows the user to select which STT service to use and which plugins to apply. Once a settings profile has been created, it can be saved, re-used, modified, and applied to multiple conversation objects. However, each conversation object must have a settings profile attached before it can be processed.
Once all conversation objects have a settings profile, the controller transfers them from the organizer to the core pipeline. The core pipeline transcribes, analyzes, and formats each conversation object in separate processes. These processes are executed sequentially, each augmenting the conversation object with information required to produce a final transcript. The transcription process sends raw audio data to one of multiple STT services, such as IBM’s Watson and Google Cloud (Soltau et al., 2010), based on the settings profile. Different STT services differ in accuracy, but they all provide the same basic functionality: they process an audio waveform, recognize words,
and return the orthographic representation and timing of each recognized word. This returned information is organized into and stored as lists of *utterance objects*, with each object containing a speaker label, start time, end time, and text. At this stage, utterance objects are saved to disk and can be reused if needed, bypassing the costly and time consuming transcription process. For example, users can apply different sets of plugins on previous GailBot outputs without executing the transcription process. Next, the analysis process executes plugins (see Section 2.1.2) that identify paralinguistic features of talk. Finally, the format process consolidates information from the conversation object into a CA transcript. Figure 1 visualizes this entire process.

### 2.1.2 Plugins

GailBot provides a framework for users to add custom algorithms to identify specific paralinguistic features. Plugins are wrapper objects (implemented as Python classes) that provide a standard API for these algorithms to interact with the core pipeline. This means that customizing and changing plugins does not require modifying GailBot’s source code. Plugins may or may not be dependent on each other. For example, plugin B is dependent on plugin A if the feature identified by plugin A is required as an input by plugin B. The internal plugin pipeline, executed during the analysis process, manages these dependencies. It represents each plugin as a node in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) and uses edges to encode dependencies between plugins. This ensures that plugins can be executed concurrently when possible and that plugins whose dependencies fail are not executed. It also allows plugins to receive outputs from all their dependencies before they are executed. Configuration files are used to add plugins and define their dependencies in a standard format. By default, GailBot applies a few plugins that are required for most transcripts. For example, one default plugin constructs turns from word timing and orthography. Users can select plugins by configuring the settings profile of a conversation object.

### 2.2 Algorithms

In this subsection, we describe algorithms we developed to identify certain paralinguistic features. We highlight the relevance of each algorithm and discuss its strengths and limitations. Note that these algorithms are implemented in the current version of GailBot as plugins.

#### 2.2.1 Turns

*Turn Construction Units* (TCUs) are fragments of speech that are ‘hearably’, pragmatically, grammatically, and prosodically complete. After a TCU, speakers have the opportunity to start the next turn at a Transition Relevance Place (TRP) (Sacks et al., 1974; Clayman, 2012). Conversation analysts use TCUs and TRPs to decide whether to start a new line in a transcript, although they do so in different ways. Some transcribe each TCU on a new line, while some only create a new line when there is a long gap, and yet others only create new lines when there are speaker transitions. A common convention is to put TCUs that contain overlapping speech on their own line, with the overlapping TCU below it, in order to make the overlap clear. However, there is no general consensus among transcribers on how to split speech into different lines.

There are also some features that are only relevant at the end of TCUs, like latches or turn-final intonation (see Appendix A). ASR systems are typically limited in their ability to analyze pragmatics, grammar, and prosody to reliably infer the location of TCUs and TRPs. Therefore, GailBot exploits a normative pattern in turn-taking instead of trying to implement human-like TCU
perception: interlocutors frequently begin speaking when their social partner finishes their turn (Schegloff, 1979). The algorithm assumes that when a new speaker initiates a turn, the current turn has ended.

This method is fast and simple, but limited. The main drawback is that the current plugin cannot identify the beginnings or ends of consecutive TCUs produced by the same speaker. This means that GailBot cannot currently identify turn-final characteristics of many TCUs such as latches and turn-final intonation. In addition, when speakers overlap, GailBot cannot use TCUs to choose when to start a new line. Researchers interested in those features are encouraged to replace the algorithm used in the turn construction plugin with a more sophisticated one (e.g., Masumura et al., 2018).

2.2.2 Silences

Silences often have interactional significance (e.g., Pomerantz, 1984), and provide evidence for cognitive theories about communication (e.g., De Ruiter et al., 2006). There are two types of silences annotated in CA transcripts: gaps (silences between turns) and pauses (silences within turns). In this paper, silences refer to any period of non-talk.

Excerpt 3: GailBot transcript demonstrating turn construction.2

1 *SP1: Um (.) it’s about like this (0.5) man (0.3) who
2 it’s like (.) he’s like (.) pilgrim (0.5) and
3 he’s (.) like
4 (2.5)
5 *SP1: Kind of like an undercover agent (0.4) and he
6 (0.5) does (.) is like (0.3) living out like
7 (.) in Europe and traveling in doing like


1 *SP1: um (0.2) it’s about like this (0.5) ma:n (0.3) who
2 it’s like (0.2) he’s like (0.2) pilgrim
3 (0.5) and he’s (0.2) like (2.5) >kinda like<
4 an undercover agent (0.3) a:nd he (0.5) does (0.2) is like (0.3) living out like (0.2) in Europe
5 and traveling and doing like

2Unless otherwise stated, data comes from the Human Interaction Laboratory’s In Conversation Corpus (ICC) (see Section 3.2.3). Audio for select ICC transcripts is available at the HI-Lab website.
The silence algorithm first uses word timing, regardless of speaker identity, to determine silence start and end times. Next, it uses these start and end times to calculate the duration, in seconds, of each silence. Finally, it rounds the silence duration to the nearest 100 ms and classifies it as either a micro-pause, pause, or gap. By default, the plugin classifies a silence based on CA notation guidelines. A micro-pause is a within-turn silence between 100 ms and 200 ms long. A pause is a within-turn silence between 200 ms and 1000 ms long. If a pause is greater than 1000 ms, it is considered a gap for a number of reasons. Jefferson (1983) proposed that one second is the maximum standard silence in conversation. In addition, Yang (2004) suggests that silences longer than one second are more likely to be between than within turns. In Excerpt 3, GailBot transcribed a 2500 ms silence (line 4) as a gap - separating two TCUs - instead of a silence, as transcribed in Excerpt 4, line 3. Finally, GailBot only transcribes gaps that are at least 300 ms long. Users can adjust these duration thresholds based on their preference.\(^3\) For example, a user may wish to increase the gap threshold to 2000 ms when transcribing speech produced by someone who struggles with lexical retrieval, or in situations where activities by the participants may provide an account for longer silences (Jefferson, 1983).

How interlocutors perceive silence can depend on how a speaker talks (Hepburn and Bolden, 2017: 26-27). If a speaker talks slower than usual, a long silence may feel short; if a speaker speaks faster than usual, the same silence may feel longer. Therefore, some researchers transcribe silences in beats instead of seconds. GailBot has two modes, the ‘absolute’ and ‘beat’ timing modes, to approximate each method. In ‘absolute’ mode, a silence is the time between the end of one word and the start of the next. In contrast, ‘beat mode’ takes the syllable rate into account. CA transcribers estimate the number of beats by counting “one one thousand, two one thousand, ...” while adopting the same speech rhythm as that in the transcribed conversation (Jefferson, 1983). Because “one one thousand” represents one unit of time, and has four syllables, a syllable equals 0.25 beats (see Figure 2, taken from Liddicoat, 2007: 31). To estimate beats, this algorithm first calculates the syllable rate (see Section 2.2.4) for each speaker individually. Next, it uses the syllable rate to determine the number of syllables that fit each silence. This value is divided by 4 to obtain the final number of ‘beats’. By default, GailBot uses the absolute timing mode, but the user can choose to have GailBot use beat mode instead if desired.

\[^3\]For all heuristics and thresholds, see Appendix B.
2.2.3 OVERLAPPING SPEECH

Interlocutors can start turns at the same time, interrupt each other, or start turns before another speaker has finished (Roger et al., 1988; Drew, 2009; Jefferson, 2004b). These overlaps affect the sequential ordering of actions. The overlap algorithm uses speaker identity and utterance timing to identify moments where speakers overlap. Excerpts 5 and 6 highlight the differences in overlap annotations between GailBot and a manual transcript. In Excerpt 5, the algorithm places overlap markers at the start and end of word. In some cases, this strategy can reduce the accuracy of the overlap markers, especially when a very long word is overlapped.

Excerpt 5: GailBot transcript demonstrating overlap markers.

```
1 *SP2: Uhm so this semester we have some new members
2 and the total number would be like (0.5) about
3 twenty I [ think ]
4 *SP1: [Oh that’s] that’s a nice (.)
5 number
```


```
1 *SP2: um: so this semester: we have some new members
2 and the total number would be like (0.5) about
3 twenty I thin[k ]
4 *SP1: [Oh] that’s that’s a
5 nice (.) number
```

2.2.4 SYLLABLE RATE

Interlocutors can speak at different rates, and speak faster or slower to convey information (e.g., display urgency) or perform actions (e.g., compete for turn space; French and Local, 1983). Transcribers represent meaningful changes in speech rate by annotating speech that is faster or slower than normal, as well as syllables that are ‘stretched’.

Excerpt 7: GailBot transcript demonstrating the syllable rate algorithm.

```
1 *SP2: Yeah we will perform in the parade of nations and
2 like we will have our own show case maybe next
3 semester (0.3) >usually in the spring semester<
4 (0.4)
5 *SP1: Wow that’s awesome how many people are in that
```

4The overlap algorithm is described in Appendix C.

1 *SP2: yeah we will perform in the parade of nations
2 and like we will have our own showcase maybe
3 next semester (0.4) >usually in the spring
4 semester<
5 (0.4)
6 *SP1: wow that’s awesome how many people are in that

The syllable rate algorithm works by identifying outliers on the segment level. Segments are defined as speech surrounded by silences of at least 100 ms. GailBot estimates the number of syllables in each segment using the Big Phoney Python package (Epp, 2018), and divides the result by the duration of each turn (see Section 2.2.1). For each speaker, the algorithm calculates the median absolute deviation (MAD) (see Equation 1), a measure of variance that is robust to outliers (Leys et al., 2013). By default, turns with syllable rate two MAD above or below the median are considered fast or slow speech. For example, in Excerpt 7, faster than normal speech is annotated on line 3. Excerpt 8 is a manual transcript for the same audio.

\[ \text{MAD} = \text{Median}(|X_{si} - \tilde{X}_s|) \]  
\[ X_{si} = \text{Segment syllable rate} \]
\[ \tilde{X}_s = \text{Speaker syllable rate} \]

Additionally, the algorithm identifies some stretched syllables. It measures how much slower a word is than normal by using the median syllable rate for the specific speaker. One marker is inserted for every MAD the syllable rate is below the median. The sound-stretch markers are added after the last vowel in the word. Currently, this addition position is arbitrary as we do not yet have access to algorithms that determine which specific phonemes are elongated within a word.

2.2.5 LAUGHTER

Laughter, like most non-lexical vocalizations, provides an important resource for participants in interaction (Keevallik and Ogden, 2020) and is always annotated in CA transcripts. These representations describe generic laughter as well as sophisticated inbreaths, outbreaths, pulses, and other vocal characteristics of laughter (Hepburn and Varney, 2013). The current laughter algorithm, inspired by Ryokai et al. (2018); Abadi et al. (2016), identifies the start and end times of laughter. It starts by removing background noise using Google’s Voice Activity Detector. Next, it uses a three-layer feed-forward neural network. The first two layers perform batch normalization, dropout (to prevent overfitting), and use RELU as the activation function. The final layer is a dense layer with a Sigmoid activation function. Given a target frame and standard audio features (MFCCs and delta-MFCCs), the network produces laughter probabilities for all 10 ms segments in the audio. The network is trained on the Switchboard corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992) and achieves an 88% per-frame accuracy on a validation set (Ryokai et al., 2018; Abadi et al., 2016). Finally, the algorithm uses a low-pass filter to segment the full duration of a laugh from the recording. Currently, this algorithm cannot determine more granular vocal components of laughter (e.g., inhalations, exhalations
etc.). Instead, it identifies complete laughter segments and leaves it to the human transcriber to add interactionally relevant levels of detail.

3. Performance

In this section, similar to Moore (2015), we evaluate GailBot’s performance on conversation from different corpora. The corpora differ in their sampling rate, audio separation, and background noise. The Newport Beach corpus has a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz, does not have speaker audio separation, and has background noise. The Callhome corpus has speaker audio separation, an 8KHz sampling rate, and background noises. The In Conversation Corpus has audio separation, no background noise, and a high sampling rate of 48 KHz. We compare GailBot’s performance on these data to manual and automated transcripts. We also provide the results of a brief experiment estimating the amount of time saved when using GailBot compared to transcribing from scratch. Finally, we compare GailBot with existing data annotation systems.

3.1 Metrics

3.1.1 Word Error Rate

To be useful, ASR technology must correctly identify most words in an audio stream. The Word Error Rate (WER), defined by Equation 2, is one measure of the accuracy of a speech to text system, defined as the number of errors made by the service relative to the total number of words it attempts to recognize. It accounts for three types of errors: additions, deletions, and substitutions. Addition occurs when the system identifies a word that is not in the audio stream. A deletion occurs when the system does not identify a word. Finally, a substitution occurs when the system replaces one word with another. Note that the WER can be over 100% in cases where more words are misidentified than actually exist. In this paper, we use two types of WERs: a strict WER (SWER) and a relaxed WER (RWER), both computed by manually comparing GailBot transcripts to human-produced transcripts.

\[
WER = \frac{(\text{additions} + \text{deletions} + \text{substitutions})}{\text{words in transcript}} \times 100
\]  

3.1.2 Relaxed Word Errors

RWER is calculated with the same equation as WER, except it does not count vocalizations with no dictionary spelling (e.g., “um” vs. “uhm”) as errors. In addition, RWER does not count substitutions for phonetically identical words (e.g., “for” vs. “four”) as errors, because it is very difficult for most STT systems to tell the difference between the two. We present this metric along with SWER to provide a more forgiving metric and a range of expected performance for GailBot.

3.1.3 Strict Word Errors

The Strict Word Error Rate (SWER) also uses the same equation as WER, but considers any differences between the GailBot produced and manually produced transcript as errors. For example, SWER considers substitutions for phonetically identical words (e.g., “for” vs. “four”) as errors. Therefore, the SWER is either higher than or equal to the RWER.
3.1.4 **OVERLAP AND SILENCE PERFORMANCE**

Overlaps and silence errors can occur when GailBot and a human transcriber either 1) disagree on the *presence* of a silence or overlap or 2) agree on the presence but disagree on the *duration* of the overlap or silence. Depending on the researcher’s goals, small differences in the magnitude of an overlap or gap may not be considered significant. However, it is important to indicate whether a gap or overlap exists, as it informs readers regarding the sequence of the conversation.

GailBot silence and overlap identification is influenced by the accuracy of word recognition preformed by the STT service. If GailBot cannot recognize a word, then it assumes the word is silence. This may occur if the speaker whispers, uses ‘creaky voice’, or uses a word not contained in the STT service’s vocabulary. As a consequence, GailBot will mark a silence that is not there, and might not notice an overlap. Alternatively, GailBot may transcribe a breath or other noise as a word. This will eliminate a true silence, or cause GailBot to erroneously identify an overlap when it does not exist. We did not want to penalize the overlap and silence algorithms for an error caused by the STT service. Therefore, we do not reduce the silence or overlap accuracy for errors caused by inaccurate word recognition.

3.1.5 **SYLLABLE RATE PERFORMANCE**

Words, overlaps, and silences can be measured relatively objectively and have standard annotations in CA transcripts. However, there is no clear metric to determine whether a speaker’s turn should be considered ‘fast speech’. Therefore, while we present examples of syllable rate annotations in this paper, we do not use a quantitative measure for syllable rate accuracy.

This module is relatively robust to word recognition errors for a few reasons. If GailBot does not recognize a word and decides it is silence, the syllable rate algorithm splits the speech into two segments (instead of calculating a very slow speech rate). Further, by default, GailBot identifies segments with speech rate 2 median absolute deviations away from the median. In practice, this includes relatively few turns. Therefore, one additional word is unlikely to cause a ‘normal’ turn to be misidentified as a ‘fast’ turn. Instead, performance is affected by exactly how researchers analyze speech rate. It’s likely that transcribers consider speech rate changes based on the most immediate context, while GailBot considers speech rate changes based on the entire conversation (including segments after the target segment). As we learn more about how listeners perceive changes in syllable rates, this algorithm may be refined and better evaluated.

3.1.6 **TURN TAKING PERFORMANCE**

Transcribers differ in their representations of the ordering of talk. For example, some transcribers may want each TCU on a separate line. Others may split consecutive TCUs by the same speaker only when there is a long pause. Some may even choose to separate TCUs only when another speaker begins speaking. Because there is no objective standard for annotating turn structure, we do not evaluate how well GailBot splits turns into lines. However, our subjective impression, based on having used GailBot extensively for several years, is that although it is far from perfect, its annotations of turn structure are adequate for generating a useful first pass.
3.1.7 LAUGHTER PERFORMANCE

We could not perform a conclusive evaluation of the laughter detection algorithm because we did not have enough unique instances of laughter in our data to analyze. In addition, GailBot does not yet attempt to represent laughter in CA format, which would require a representation of each separate laughter particle, including for instances where the speaker produces a laugh particle mid-word. Instead, GailBot marks laughter with “(&=laughs)”. The machine learning model in our laughter plugin has an 88% per-frame accuracy (Ryokai et al., 2018; Abadi et al., 2016).

3.1.8 SPEAKER DIARIZATION PERFORMANCE

Speaker diarization, or the identification of speakers, is of central importance for any transcripts of dialogue. However, it is notoriously difficult to achieve reliably in mixed speaker, mono recordings, although advances in deep learning are improving the performance of STT systems (Park et al., 2021). GailBot relies on the diarization capability of the STT system being used. When speakers are recorded separately, GailBot labels identity based on the audio source, and therefore has an accuracy rate of 100%. When speakers are recorded on the same channel, STT systems, and by extension, GailBot struggles to identify speakers. We therefore recommend that researchers using GailBot record multiple speakers on separate audio channels. We do not evaluate speaker diarization in GailBot. We expect improvements in speaker diarization on single-channel audio once diarization algorithms in current STT systems have improved.

3.2 Evaluation

In this subsection, we compare GailBot transcripts to transcripts produced by other automated software (cf. Moore, 2015), corpora available online, and transcripts of the same data presented in a CA publication (Walker, 2017).

3.2.1 NEWPORT BEACH CORPUS

The Newport beach corpus (Jefferson, 2007) contains mono audio files with 44.1KHz sampling rates and high background noise. Transcribing this corpus is difficult for automated systems because it requires speaker diarization and background noise suppression. Excerpt 9 is a GailBot transcript of part of a phone call discussing the assassination of Robert F. Kennedy.\(^5\) GailBot achieved a SWER/RWER of 44.33%. For the same audio, (Moore, 2015) reported a 36% WER. Both systems produced errors based on a single phoneme (e.g., “makes” → “make”, “God” → “got”). They also mis-transcribed words with ‘nonstandard’ pronunciation (e.g., “didju” as “that you” and “of’m” as “up”). Finally, the systems were largely unable to transcribe quiet speech (“oh no. They drag it out so” on line 83 of Appendix D, Transcript 1) and overlapping speech.

*Excerpt 9: GailBot transcript of the assassination call.*

1 *SP2: World uhm long week (0.3) my god I’m
2 *SP1: Glad it’s over I wanted to have a TV are on the
3 there

\(^5\)Comparison transcripts for Excerpt 9 are in Appendix D.
In most cases, both GailBot and the Atilla system evaluated by Moore (2015) annotated quiet or non-canonical speech as silences. GailBot transcribed extra silences on lines 1, 4, 9, and 12. We believe this is because GailBot transcribed overlapping speech as silences due to word recognition errors. In comparison, the manual transcript contained only two silences: a micro-pause on line 80 and a 700 ms gap on line 86. Neither system transcribed the micro-pause and both estimated the gap to be 800 ms. Moore (2015) additionally notes Atilla’s misidentification of a 100 ms pause on line 74. Excluding silences that could be attributed to word recognition errors, both GailBot and Atilla had 100% silence error rate.

Overlaps depend on speaker identity because they occur between different speakers. Neither Moore (2015) nor GailBot perform accurate speaker diarization on mono audio. Therefore, both were unable to accurately transcribe overlaps. Moore (2015) only transcribed one speaker during overlapping talk and did not annotate an overlap. Comparatively, GailBot transcribed overlaps as silences. Neither system transcribed any of the overlap markers that are present in the manual transcript, resulting in an overlap error rate of 100%.

3.2.2 CallHome Corpus

The CallHome Corpus contains stereo telephone conversations between family and friends with a low 8KHz sampling rate. For Excerpt 10, GailBot has a SWER of 18% and a RWER of 9%. Word errors included phonological errors (e.g., “theories” was transcribed as “series”), misspellings of phonologically identical words (e.g., “four” was transcribed as “for”), and difficulty transcribing word cutoffs (“bul-” was transcribed as “Bo”). The overlap was correctly placed. Additionally,
GailBot transcribed each silence as approximately 100 ms shorter than in the same data as transcribed by Walker (2017). This timing discrepancy eliminates the micropause identified by Walker (2017) in line 5 and the subsequent 900 ms to be transcribed as 800 ms long. However, this still marks an improvement over the CallHome corpus transcript, which does not annotate silence at all.

Excerpt 10: GailBot transcript of audio from the CallHome corpus.

```
1  *SP2: [They] they go through the series of the
2  three bullets of the magic one bullet
3  *SP1: [Yeah]
4  (2.9)
5  *SP1: Yeah for Bo yeah (0.8) it was interesting
```

Excerpt 11 is a GailBot transcript of a single speaker. GailBot produced one word-segmentation error (“and to” was transcribed as “into” in line 4), resulting in a SWER/RWER of 2%. Again, GailBot decreased silence duration by 100 ms, considering the 200 ms pause in line 1 to be a micropause and removing the micropauses in lines 3 and 5 of the transcript published in Walker (2017). GailBot also fails to identify the inhalations that are clearly audible in the recording. Instead, it marks inhalations as silences. Depending on the research question and the activities underway for speakers, CA transcribers may or may not mark all inhalations as interactionally relevant silences (Trouvain et al., 2020). We suggest that researchers interested in breathing patterns manually correct inhalation related inaccuracies in GailBot’s transcripts. Researchers may also be interesting in designing a custom inhalation plugin based on state of the art deep learning techniques (Nallanthighal et al., 2021).

Excerpt 11: GailBot transcript of audio from the CallHome Corpus, single speaker.

```
1  *SP1: Clinton just came out and said that he (.)
2  doesn’t believe (0.4) in quota systems (0.4) and
3  in reverse discrimination but that he does
4  believe that affirmative action is necessary
5  (0.3) to move uhm you know black Americans (0.3)
6  forward into give them the opportunities that
7  they’ve been denied
```

---

7Comparison transcripts for Excerpt 11 are in Appendix F.
3.2.3 IN CONVERSATION CORPUS

The In Conversation Corpus (ICC) is a high audio quality (48 KHz sampling rate) conversation corpus, collected in the Human Interaction Lab (HI-Lab) at Tufts University. Each conversation features two students in two sound-proofed rooms that are separated by a glass window. Students communicated using a microphone and headset, and each student was recorded on a separate channel. We use the ICC to evaluate GailBot in two ways. First, we compare ICC and GailBot transcripts presented earlier in this paper. Second, we compare transcripts of 15 short segments of talk collected as part of a miscommunication study.

Excerpts 3, 5, and 7 are all GailBot transcripts from the ICC and have a RWER of 0%. Excerpt 3 has a SWER of 2.8% (“kinda” transcribed as “kind of” (line 5)). Excerpt 5 has a SWER of 3.8% (“um” transcribed as “uhm” (line 1)). Finally, Excerpt 7 has a SWER of 2.9% (“showcase” transcribed as “show case” (line 2)). Additionally, we selected 15 miscommunication sequences that we expected would be difficult to transcribe. Combined, these sequences lasted 7 minutes and 30 seconds. They had a RWER of 19.7%, a SWER of 23.2%, an overlap error rate of 53.6%, and a silence error rate of 63.3%.

Excerpt 12: GailBot transcript from the ICC demonstrating overlap error.

1 *SP1: Love it (1.0) [what’s your] favorite show
2 *SP2: [ But ] (0.9) oh (0.6) my
3 favorite show on Netflix will be house of cards
4 and friends


1 *SP1: love it
2 (1.0)
3 *SP1: what’s your favorite show
4 *SP2: But
5 *SP2: um: (0.2) my favorite show on Netflix will be:
6 house of cards and friends

Figure 3 shows that most overlap and silence errors have a small magnitude. Most overlap errors are 0-5 characters, and most silence errors have magnitude less than 300 ms. However, there are systematic sources of errors in GailBot’s transcripts. Its limited ability to detect TCUs and other pragmatic cues causes larger overlap and silence errors. For example, Excerpt 12, line 2 should be transcribed on multiple lines (see Excerpt 13, lines 4-5). Since GailBot’s default setting is to separate turns that are greater than 1000 ms apart, it transcribes the time between “But” and “um” (when SP1 is talking) as a within-turn pause. A manual transcriber was able to mark the inhalation of a new action (the initial question at line 3 in Excerpt 13), with a new line.
Additionally, overlap errors can cause large silence errors. This occurs when one speaker speaks partway through their interlocutor’s turn but finishes before their interlocutor. For example, in Excerpt 14, the 1.3 second gap in line 4 marks the time between the end of line 3 in Excerpt 15 (“Yeah”) and the start of line 4 in Excerpt 15 (“Go...”). This includes the duration of Speaker 2’s “other clubs I just like” (lines 2-3 in Excerpt 14, line 3 in Excerpt 15). This is a significant limitation of the overlap detection algorithm that should be manually corrected.

**Excerpt 14: Overlap error: gap error.**

```
1   *SP2: That’s (0.8) yeah that’s basically the (0.2) like
2       the club that I am really committed [to but other]
3       clubs I just like
3   *SP1:     [ Yeah ]
4   (1.3)
5   *SP2: Go to the activities and (0.2) like I’m not
6       really P official (0.4) [member]
7   *SP1:       [Member] [yeah]
```
Excerpt 15: Overlap error: gap error, corrected.

1 *SP2: that’s (0.5) yeah that’s basically the (0.2) like
2 the club that I am really committed t[oo but]
3 other clubs I just like
4 *SP1: [Yeah]
5 *SP2: Go to the activities and (0.3) like I’m not
6 *SP1: [Member yeah]
7 *SP2: [Yeah]

Similarly, overlapping talk can interfere with the turn construction algorithm. Human transcribers will split the first turn (the one that is overlapped) when there is a TRP or TCU. However, GailBot splits turns when there are pauses and not when the TCU ends. For example, in Excerpt 15, Speaker 1 interjects in Speaker 2’s turn with “yeah.” Instead of splitting Speaker 2’s utterance when it approaches a TRP (after “committed to”), GailBot waits until Speaker 2 pauses slightly (after “I just like”). This creates a visual break that does not match the real structure of the conversation. Another limitation of GailBot is that it cannot produce turn-final Jeffersonian prosody markers until it has a more sophisticated TCU detection system. This is a clear next step for researchers.

3.3 Transcription Time Estimation

One of the co-authors with experience in CA transcription measured the time it took to transcribe a conversation from scratch compared to improving a ‘first draft’ transcript produced by GailBot. We selected a random conversation recording from the ICC. The co-author transcribed the first five minutes of the conversation manually and the second five minutes using GailBot output, using CLAN (MacWhinney, 2000) to transcribe the data. The transcriber focused on words, timing, pauses, overlap markers, and speech rate changes on the manual transcript to match the level of detail provided in GailBot’s output. It took 179 minutes to transcribe the first five minutes of the conversation from scratch without using GailBot. In contrast, it took 63 minutes to correct a GailBot transcription of the second five minutes of the conversation. This is a substantial reduction, with GailBot reducing transcription time by approximately two thirds. However, we note that the exact amount of time savings using GailBot will depend on the expertise of the transcriber (expert CA transcribers are faster than novices), the purpose of the transcript, the speaker accent or dialect (ASR accuracy decreases for speaker dialects not seen during training), as well as the frequency of overlaps. In short, using GailBot substantially reduces the time needed for CA transcription, but the exact amount of time reduction will depend on the particular conversation and transcriber.

8 This level of detail is lower than for manually annotated CA transcripts, which also include annotations for a number of prosodic features that are not yet included in GailBot. This means that our manual transcription took less time than a full manual CA transcript, which influences the comparison.
3.4 Comparison with Data Annotation Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desirable Features</th>
<th>GailBot</th>
<th>LabelStudio</th>
<th>Praat</th>
<th>ELAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of automatic feature annotation capabilities between GailBot and existing data annotation systems.

GailBot aims to produce human-readable transcripts of dialogue in a format designed by conversation analysts to refine and interpret qualitative data (Ayaß, 2015; Ochs, 1979). This differs from data annotation systems that aim to produce categorical annotations, usually for computational linguistics or machine learning applications (e.g., Apostolova et al. 2010; Stenetorp et al. 2012; Yimam et al. 2013; Klie et al. 2018; Tkachenko et al. 2020-2021).

Data annotation systems exist in various domains including machine learning (Tkachenko et al., 2020-2021), phonetic analysis (Boersma and Weenink, 2009), and gesture analysis (Wittenburg et al., 2006). Table 1 compares GailBot capabilities with data annotation tools selected from various domains. The table includes a list of features desirable for automatically producing CA transcripts. Each tool may perform automatic annotation by default (Default-Auto), require enhancements for automation (Enhanceable-Auto), or only support manual annotations (Manual). Note that enhancements to a tool may range from additional package installations to implementing complex algorithms. Additionally, this comparison only identifies each tool’s ability to annotate a feature, not its ability to integrate these annotations into CA transcripts that use special symbols, as GailBot does. The comparison highlights that, in principle, it might be possible to emulate CA transcripts by using generic data labelling systems to segment and annotate ASR transcripts, before exporting them using a template to generate CA-style symbols. However, enhancements to existing annotation systems may require fundamental software changes, which in turn can require significant amounts of additional resources. Instead, GailBot provides out of the box capabilities for generating first draft CA transcripts.

3.5 Summary

We evaluated GailBot across a range of mono and stereo audio sources and found that lower quality and/or noisy recordings resulted in higher error rates across the board. We know of no transcription system – including GailBot – that performs speaker diarization well enough to reliably identify overlapping speech on a single audio channel. GailBot was most accurate when transcribing high

---

9Our determination of each tool’s capability is based on publicly available documentation.
10A summary of Jeffersonian transcription symbols is provided in Appendix A.
quality stereo audio in low noise environments. Additionally, we find that word recognition and timing errors introduced by external STT services in GailBot decrease accuracy when identifying paralinguistic features. As ASR technology and speaker diarization in STT services develop further, GailBot’s ability to identify paralinguistic features in low quality data can be expected to improve accordingly. Finally, GailBot rarely identified the exact location to place overlap markers or the exact duration of silences. It often underestimated the duration of silences by approximately 100 ms to 200 ms and the location of overlap markers by 0-5 characters. Although these errors were relatively minor, some (e.g., overlap errors) had a significant effect on the accuracy of the transcripts and require manual correction for in-depth studies. Nonetheless, given GailBot’s framework for improvement, and the richness of its transcripts relative to existing automatically generated transcripts, it still produces valuable first draft CA transcripts.

4. Discussion

GailBot is an extensible, customizable framework for transcribing paralinguistic features of conversation. It produces first draft CA transcripts that are adequate for preliminary analyses and for identifying fragments of interest requiring more accurate manual transcription. As we learn more about how transcribers identify paralinguistic features, and as NLP technology improves, GailBot will become even more accurate and useful over time.

However, GailBot’s accuracy is currently limited by its plugins, each producing significant errors. One method of improving performance may be to use data-driven instead of heuristic-based approaches. For example, a recent Deep Neural Network (DNN) based end-of-turn detection model achieved an 82% accuracy (Masumura et al., 2018). However, training models is extremely time-consuming and often necessitates parallelization, which may not be accessible to some end users with limited resources (Narayanan et al., 2019). Additionally, there are a limited number of corpora of Jeffersonian transcripts available, especially given that training these models would require the time-synced audio along with the transcripts. This is a barrier to developing models that identify complex conversational features. With this in mind, our goal in developing GailBot was two-fold – to provide user-friendly software for generating first draft CA transcripts, and to provide an adaptable framework to integrate and improve the underlying models as they are developed by the research community.

More broadly, automated transcription software can only go so far (Ogden, 2015; Bolden, 2015). As Bolden (2015) argues, even if perfect automatically generated CA transcripts were available, researchers should still review and familiarize themselves with their data as a part of their analytic workflow. Another concern articulated by Bolden (2015) is that researchers may change their research agendas, including the type of data they collect, to use automatic transcription. This concern is complicated by the bias inherent in ASR (Ferrer et al., 2021). While Google’s STT claims to recognize over 70 languages and over 120 different local dialects and accents (Barnes, 2020), the accuracy of ASR when transcribing “nonstandard” dialects is poor (Varis et al., 2021). Standard dialects are those that have been institutionalized by the culture. For example, ASR systems make twice as many errors when recognizing speech produced by African Americans than by Caucasians (Koenecke et al., 2020). In addition, automatic sign language recognition lags behind spoken language recognition – the best systems have around a 30% WER (Adaloglou et al., 2020). If automated systems make it cheaper and easier to study certain kinds of data, some researchers may avoid studying informal, overlapping talk, sign language, and/or interaction in marginalized groups.
and languages – issues that CA already struggles with due, in part, to its emergence in a particular socio-historical context (Hoey and Raymond, frth.). In addition, GailBot plugins likely also contain unrecognized biases about how interaction is ‘supposed’ to work. For example, Aboriginal Australians may tolerate longer silences than Anglo-Australians and Americans (Mushin and Gardner, 2009); the standard thresholds for pauses, micropauses and gaps may be inappropriate assumptions for some cultures. This is why it is important that researchers can change the default parameter settings in GailBot.

However, while we acknowledge that GailBot, like any other research tool, can potentially be misused, this should not prevent us from using and developing such tools. It is the shared responsibility of the research community to keep scientists accountable for their methodologies, tools and study designs. In addition, it is our shared responsibility to attempt to improve automated transcription for so-called “nonstandard” dialects and sign languages.

GailBot dramatically improves on previous automated transcription software for the purposes of CA research. Automated CA transcription and the availability of large-scale CA corpora will unlock many new research ideas and opportunities for interdisciplinary research, ranging from computational replications and extensions of conversation-analytic findings to understanding how participants in interaction employ paralinguistic features of talk. Future research may also improve services in existing domains such as service call quality assurance, clinician-patient interaction, and in designing and evaluating language interventions (Antaki, 2011). We invite researchers from across the social and computational sciences to use and contribute to the development of GailBot to help achieve this goal.
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### Appendix A: Selected Jeffersonian notation features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlap</td>
<td>[, ] = start of overlap|</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>], ] = end of overlap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauses/Gaps</td>
<td>(.) = micropause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.4) = pause or gap of approximately 400 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in speech rate</td>
<td>&gt;word&lt;= start/end of fast speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;word&gt;= start/end of slow speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable elongation</td>
<td>: = extended by one beat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latching</td>
<td>(\approx) current turn is latched to the previous turn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughter</td>
<td>.h = inhalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h = exhalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>(\circ) = start or end of quiet speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in pitch</td>
<td>(\uparrow, \downarrow) = shift to high or low pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\uparrow) = rising to high / mid pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\downarrow) = falling to low or mid pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>. = falling turn-terminal pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>? = rising turn-terminal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Heuristics and thresholds in GailBot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heuristic</th>
<th>Default value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micropause</td>
<td>$100 \leq \text{duration} \leq 200$ ms (after rounding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pause</td>
<td>$200$ ms $\leq \text{duration} \leq 1000$ ms (after rounding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-speaker gap</td>
<td>$1000$ ms $\leq \text{duration}$ (after rounding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between-speaker gap</td>
<td>$300$ ms $\leq \text{duration}$ (after rounding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable rate MADs from median</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C: Overlap algorithm

For all turn pairs, do the following:

1. Calculate the time between the start times of two consecutive turns.

2. If the result from step 1 is zero:

   (a) Place the overlap-start markers ([,]) at the start of both turns.

3. Otherwise:

   (a) calculate the duration of both turns.
   (b) For each turn, calculate the proportion of the turn duration that occurs before the overlap begins. Specifically, divide the overlap time by the total time of each turn.
   (c) For each turn, calculate the number of characters in the turn.
   (d) Calculate the proportion of the turn characters that may occur before the overlap begins. Specifically, multiply the output from line 4 and the output from line 5.
   (e) Place the start overlap markers after those characters.

4. Calculate the time between the end times of two consecutive turns.

5. If the result from step 4 is zero:

   (a) Place the overlap-end markers ([,]) at the end of both turns.

6. Otherwise:

   (a) Use the calculations from 3a-c to calculate the proportion of turn characters that may occur after the overlap ends.
   (b) Place the end overlap markers before those characters.
Appendix D: Transcripts to compare to Excerpt 9

**Transcript 1: Jefferson (2007) transcript.**

78 *Lot: Oh: ↓God a long week[. Yeah.]  
79 *Emm: [ Oh: my ↓ God  
80 I’m (. ) glad it’s over I won’t even turn the  
81 teevee on.  
82 *Lot: ↓ I won’ either.  
83 *Emm: ↓ aOh no. They drag it out so THAT’S WHERE THEY  
84 WE TOok OFF on ar chartered flight that sa:me  
85 spot didju see it↗  
86 (0.7)  
87 *Emm: ↓ hh when they took him in[the airpla:ne,]  
88 *Lot: ↓ n:No:::. ↓ Hell  
89 I wouldn’ ev’n wa:tch it.  
90 *Lot: ↓ I think it’s so ridicu:lous. I mean it’s .hhh  
91 it’s a hórrible thing but my: Go:d. play up  
92 that thing it it’s jst ↑ hórri[ble. ]  
93 *Emm: ↓ [It’ll] drive  
94 people nu:ts.  
95 *Lot: ↓ Why id i-en makes Americ’n people think why ther  
96 no goo:d.  
97 *Emm: ↓ Mm:°° Well they are’nt very good some of’m,  

**Transcript 2: Moore (2015) transcript.**

69 oh god long week  
70 oh my god  
71 i’ve decided sober i want you to have a t.v.  
72  
73 i won’t either  
73.5 (0.7)  
74 like uh you know (0.1) that’s where they  
75 we took off on our charter flight that same spot  
76 did you see it
and they took him and here uh you know i wouldn’t watch it i think it’s so ridiculous i mean it’s a horrible thing but my god play up that’s thing it’s it’s horrible die people that why is it a native american people think well they’re no good well they aren’t very good some of
Appendix E: Transcripts to compare to Excerpt 10

Transcript 1: CallHome Corpus transcript 4686.

42 *B: Did they go through the theories of the three
43   bullets or the magic one bullet?
44 *A: yeah four bul- yeah.
44 *A: It was interesting.


1 *A: [(but) yeh]
2 *B: [did (. ) ] they go through the theories of the
3   three bullets, (or/and) the magic ONE bullet,
4 *A: YEA:H. (. ) FOUR <<creaky>bull>. YEAH (0.9) it
5   was² INtresting.
Appendix F: Transcripts to compare to Excerpt 11

Transcript 1: CallHome Corpus transcript 4247.

37 *A: Clinton just came out and said that he doesn’t
38 believe in quota systems .
39 *A: and in reverse discrimination but that he does
40 believe that affirmative action .
41 *A: is necessary & inhales to move & uh you know black
42 Americans & inhale .
43 *A: forward and to give them the opportunities that
44 they’ve been denied.


1 *A: clinton just came out and said that he: (0.2)
2 doesn’t believe °h (0.2) in quota systems °h (0.2)
3 and (. ) in reverse discrimination.=but that he
4 does believe that affirmative action is NECessary°
5 °h to mo:ve uh?: (. ) you know black americans °h
6 forward and to give them the opportunities that
7 they’ve been deNIED.